'Filling the gap in the market' -in the words of one research respondent -are unofficial and unregulated training centres across London and the rest of the UK which help migrants to prepare for the test. These Life in the UK training centres exist in various guises, but are generally run by those from migrant backgrounds. Many also offer English classes.
The teachers in these 'schools' instruct migrants on how to be 'good British citizens' and about the values, principles and historical events that, according to the Handbook, Britain cherishes. In doing so, they take on a state-like role, reiterating the government's view on 'good British citizenship' and ensuring that new citizens toe the line.
These training centres or 'schools' occupy a curious role. Through the pedagogical process, the teachers and institutions act as handmaidens for the government and its official message, while at the same time also providing the means for which such a message can be questioned and contested. As I will show, in addition to communicating the official line on British values, principles, history and society, contemporary ideological views about good citizenship, welfare dependency and modern austerity regimes are also imparted through the teaching process (Patrick 2017) . At the same time, however, official government messages are also adapted, hybridized and subtly challenged during the classes.
In the lead up to, and aftermath of, the UK referendum on its membership of the European Union, issues relating to migration and entitlement dominated public debates. In a ruthless campaign, the 'Leave' camp exploited the implementation of years of austerity policies by explicitly correlating their negative effects with supposedly high migrant numbers. This strategy was encapsulated by the United Kingdom Independence Party's (UKIP) campaign poster that depicted an image of large numbers of migrants under the banner 'Breaking Point'. Examining the discourses of scarcity, austerity and deservingness which prevailed during the referendum campaign, this article explores the way in which Life in the UK classes act as spaces for both the reproduction and subversion of these narratives.
On the one hand, migrants in the classes reproduce discourses which scapegoat other migrants for the effects of austerity. On the other, however, powerful messages about the fundamental human right to migrate are also championed.
Austerity Britain
In 2010, with the election of the Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition to government, a 'new era of austerity' (Koch 2017:226) was ushered into the United Kingdom. Austerity in the UK has involved drastic cuts to public services and welfare, significantly worsening the lives of the most vulnerable in society. As Clarke and Newman argue, the financial crisis that acted as the catalyst for this new era of 'belt-tightening' was 'ideologically reworked' into a political problem (2012:300). This reworking, which is also visible across the rest of Europe and North America, 'has focused on the unwieldy and expensive welfare state and public sector, rather than high risk strategies of banks, as the root cause of the crisis' (Clarke and Newman 2012:300) . This sleight of hand has been called 'the greatest bait and switch operation in modern history' by Mark Blyth (2015:73) .
Contemporary austerity policies should be viewed as the 'latest in a long line of initiatives aimed at hollowing out the welfare state' (Forbess and James forthcoming), which began with the Thatcher government and continued under New Labour. Under Cameron's 2010 Coalition and 2015 Conservative governments, cuts to welfare and public spending under the label of 'austerity' have been justified by a political narrative which portrays them as a 'virtuous necessity' (Clarke and Newman 2012:303) . Austerity is framed as economically necessary and morally desirable in the face of an over-developed state whose 'recent growth has promoted not social solidarity, but selfishness and individualism' (David Cameron cited in Clarke and Newman 2012:310) . This narrative demonizes both the supposedly 'bloated' state created under New Labour and the recipients of welfare, who have been consistently stigmatized by Cameron in his justification for his government's programme of welfare reform (Patrick 2017:145) .
In 'austerity Britain', discourses of deservingness and entitlement have become highly pervasive. Austerity policies are justified as apolitical, inevitable and unavoidable decisions made in the face of resource scarcity. Scarcity, meanwhile, is presented as a material reality, rather than the result of political decisions (O'Hara 2014). In the years preceding the UK referendum on its membership to the European Union, UKIP garnered support on a platform which scapegoated migrants for Britain's material struggles. Within this context of austerity, migrants were presented as placing undue pressure on struggling public services (see also Martin and Smith 2014) : at best as a drain on scarce resources, at worst as 'benefit scroungers' taking advantage of an overly generous British welfare state. In the lead-up to the referendum, these narratives became increasingly prominent as they were mobilized by the 'Leave' camp in general. Migrants, particularly so-called 'economic migrants' from Eastern European countries (with their access to freedom of movement and the British welfare system) came to be represented as 'the empty signifier of everything that is wrong with neoliberal capitalism' (Açıksöz 2016:487) : the imposition of austerity measures, flat pay, precarious work contracts and shrinking state services (Strathern 2016:492) .
As the following ethnography reveals, I found that the same concerns about 'floods' of migrants, their supposed abuse of the welfare system and the pressures they place on public services -key tropes of the 'Leave' campaign -were frequently voiced by migrants themselves in citizenship classes. Yet, at the same time, these classes were also spaces where these dominant narratives were challenged and altered. which allows students to drop in and out of classes without notice, is extremely popular: the many students on zero hour contracts with unpredictable shift patterns are still able to attend classes.
Students attending the classes hail from diverse parts of the world, although the 'school's' location does reflect the population make-up of the local area to some extent.
Many originate from ex-British colonies in Africa, Asia, Cyprus and the Caribbean. Large numbers of the students at Robertson College have lived in the UK for years if not decades and already hold permanent residency but need to take the Life in the UK test in order to naturalize. During my fieldwork period I met several individuals who had even grown up and been schooled in the country but did not hold British citizenship and were, therefore, required to do the test. For those who already hold permanent residence, ease of travel is the most commonly cited motivation to apply for naturalization. Others, often spouses of British citizens, had been in the country for less time and were taking the test so they could apply for permanent residency or citizenship. I only came across one student who is an EU citizen:
Erica, a Portuguese citizen originally from Guinea-Bissau. Correctly anticipating the election result, she told me that she was concerned that the UK might leave the EU which is why she was 'going for the red book [British passport]'. In the not-too-distant future, Erica intends to move back to Africa, where she says it will be easier for her to raise her infant son, but British citizenship will enable her to more easily move between Guinea Bissau and the UK, which is necessary for the running of her small transnational garment business. Following the referendum, however, the manager of the 'college' informs me that there has been a noticeable increase in the numbers of EU students attending classes who are concerned that their right to stay in the UK might soon be under threat. While the UK is a member of the EU, applying for British citizenship holds no particular advantage and is very expensive, hence the small number of EU migrants I met in the classes before the referendum. The referendum result, however, puts European citizens in a vulnerable position and applying for British citizenship is a way to secure their residency in the UK. These new students tend to be Eastern European nationals, largely Romanians and Poles. In the following case studies, however, other than Erica, none of the other students were EU nationals.
Adam, the teacher, is a 30-year-old Ghanaian man who migrated to the UK just under 10 years ago and, perhaps ironically, is not a British citizen himself. He is always immaculately dressed, wearing a dark suit, white shirt and red tie. He is a charismatic teacher, animatedly moving around the white board where his Powerpoint is projected. In his lecturestyle seminars, he seamlessly jumps through topics and deftly connects questions about British history and society to others about current affairs. 
Reproduction and subversion
While at times, Adam's teaching of these messages about norms and values appear as universal and general, at others the contemporary political ideology which underpin them is made strikingly clear. For example, in relation to the 'responsibilities and freedoms' which come with permanent residency, Adam tells the class: 'one of the responsibilities is "Look after yourself and your family", so that means get a job, don't take benefits'. Through the process of explaining and interpreting the Handbook to his students, Adam reveals the contemporary political ideological discourse which demonizes and stigmatizes welfare benefit recipients (Patrick 2017 It is not only Adam who regurgitates these contemporary political discourses.
Echoing the claim that migration is a 'problem' are the students themselves. In the months leading up to the referendum, in line with the overriding political message championed by the 'Leave' campaign, it was common for students to level this accusation at Eastern European migrants in particular. One such student, a refugee from Sierra Leone, tells me:
'The problem is the Eastern Europeans are coming here and they take all the benefits.
They work and earn £1000 and get £3000 in benefits. They come here and they just sit down. And on the bus, they are making noise and British people don't like noise, especially in the morning.'
Others in the class echo her sentiments: 'We can't carry on like this.' 'Germany is suffering too.' 'There are too many.' I attempt to challenge claims that Eastern Europeans receive huge sums of money through benefits, and point out that if they receive Working Tax Credits, it is because they are not being paid a sufficient wage. These arguments fall on deaf ears. 'Human rights have gone too far in this country,' the Sierra Leonean refugee says.
Such exchanges point to a rather insidious process. Teachers, who are migrants themselves, are co-opted by the state to provide a highly ideological take on 'good British citizenship' which buys into dominant narratives of austerity, scarcity and underserving migrants. The students, meanwhile, reproduce a rhetoric which demonizes other migrants who are in not dissimilar positions to themselves. Indeed, many of the students in the class (if eligible) also receive benefits in order to top up the meagre salaries they earn as cleaners, carers, depot workers and security guards. The fact that many of these students hail from countries in Britain's ex-colonial empire is significant. Given that they and their family members must apply for visas, many perceive the ease with which Europeans can cross the border as unjust. Complaints that Eastern Europeans do not speak English, or about other cultural differences such as 'being loud in the morning', highlight the tensions created through stratifying global mobility regimes which produce geopolitical hierarchies (Jansen 2009 ).
Alongside the reproduction of contemporary political ideology, however, the classes also act as spaces where such logic is challenged and critiqued. Teachers do not cleanly impart the government's message as outlined in the Handbook; rather, it is refracted in complex and contradictory ways. Adam interprets and explains the information in a way he thinks is understandable to his students and, in doing so, creates a hybrid version of the Handbook in which his and the students' interpretations merge with its prescribed views. The (Tyler 2012:12 ; see also Gilroy 2005; Wemyss 2009 ). This silencing not only omits the violence and exploitation upon which contemporary Britain was formed, but also falsely 'reproduces the English nation and its history as White' (Tyler 2012:12) . As a consequence, settlers to the UK from the former British colonies and their descendants -many of whom are students in Life in the UK classes -are made to be immigrants, foreigners and outsiders (Tyler 2012:12 discourses which stigmatize immigration are challenged. The UK, a country which seems openly hostile to migrants, is explained to be formed through the movement of people: 'even the Queen is an immigrant'.
Conclusion
Life in the UK classes act as spaces for discussions which both reproduce and challenge contemporary political narratives around austerity. In the lead up to the Brexit referendum, as in the rest of the country, discussion was dominated by discourses about high migrant numbers and scarce resources. Austerity measures which characterized UK social policies under the Coalition and Conservative governments between 2010 and 2017 were presented as essential antidotes to overspending. Within this period of virtuous belt-tightening, high numbers of migrants were viewed as placing excessive pressure on struggling public services.
Such discourses were regurgitated by students in the Life in the UK classes, despite the fact that such claims could just as easily be levelled at them.
The recent success of the Labour Party under Jeremy Corbyn, however, suggests that austerity may be losing its hold over public discourse. And just as public debates around austerity shift in the UK at large, so too does the discussion in the class. In return trips to the classes in the summer of 2017, anti-austerity arguments were finding their way into the students' exchanges.
Discussion in Life in the UK classes, therefore, act as a barometer for the day's dominant attitudes. British values and principles, current affairs and history are discussed and rationalized through the filter of contemporary political ideology. This appears as a rather insidious process through which 'other' others are scapegoated and demonized. Yet, at the same time, in these classes both the teacher and the students alter and transform dominant narratives around austerity and migration, subtly challenging the ideology upon which it is based and providing a space for its critique.
